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]~. INTRODUCTION 
It is a classical result in automata theory that for every Mealy-type automaton, there 
exists an equivalent Moore-type automaton. The proof of this result usually starts with 
defining the state set S' of the Moore-type automaton (which has to be constructed) by 
S '=(S  x I )  uS ,  
where S and I are the respective sets of states and inputs of a given Mealy-type automaton. 
However, the above result can also be obtained by starting from a set S*, 
S*C(S  x A)uS  ~ 
where A is the output set and S O C S is the set of initial states of the given Mealy-type 
automaton; and S O C S*, and S* also depends on the next state function and output 
function of the given Mealy-type automaton. 
For the first method of proving the above result, see, for instance, [4, 5]; for the second 
method, see [I, 2]. 
However, in [1, 2] the proofs are incomplete, as the proofs of equivalence are omitted 
(i.e., it is merely shown how to construct a Moore-type automaton from the given Mealy- 
type automaton); for the sake of completeness, we will include such a proof in this paper. 
Moreover, in [1, 2] no conclusions are drawn from the second method. 
It is the aim of this paper to show that the second method leads not only to an equivalent 
Moore-type automaton, but leaves the property of being strongly connected 
invariant, and that in a natural way it relates reducibility and Moore-reducibility, while 
in general the first method fails in these points. Finally, we shall discuss the advantages 
and disadvantages of these two procedures. 
The author wishes to express his thanks to Mr. L. V. Hager, Miss S. Regner, and 
Mr. E. Wenger; as the author's tudents, they wrote (in German) the main parts of this 
paper on the basis of oral communication with the author; and several of their suggestions 
were very helpful. Altogether, their work speeded up the writing of this paper. 
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I I .  BASIC CONCEPTS AND KNOWN RESULTS 
All concepts not specifically defined in this paper can be found in the literature cited 
or in any other standard works on automata theory. However, certain variations of minor 
importance among the definitions of the basic concepts and the author's desire not to 
require of the reader previous knowledge of certain books seem to justify the repetition of 
certain definitions and known results, 
DEFINITION l. Let S , I ,A  be three sets, and le t~:S  •  •  
be functions; then we calI the quintuple d - -  (S , / ,  d ,  5, A) a Mealy-type automaton 
(or for short: Mealy-automaton) with the set of states S, input set I, output set A, next- 
state-function 8, and output-function A. I f  for some function/,:  S -+ A follows A(s, x) = 
/~(3(s, x)) (i.e., A only depends on the state reached by input x in state s), then we call ~" 
a Moore-type automaton (or for short: Moore-automaton) with sign function/~; in some 
cases we shall then replace A with/~ in the above quintuple. For an automaton ~r 
(S, L _d, 8, A) we call the triple (S , / ,  5) the inner behavior of d .  (Actually, in [4] this 
is called "automaton without outputs," while [5] calls it "Medwedew-type automaton"; 
and a Medwedew-type automaton in [4] is of the form (S, I, S, 3, A) with A(s, x) = s.) 
Finally, a state s of some automaton d is called in i t ia l  state, if 8(t, x) ~ s for any 
(t, x) ~ S • I; and .~2" is called initial if it has (at least) one initial state (In [2], a transient 
state is what we call here initial state.) 
Remark  1- If for some Moore-automaton x~r A and/, ,  respectively, are known then/~ 
is totally determined if and only if no state of d is initial, i.e., for every state s e S there 
are t c S and x c I such that 8(t, x) = s. If, however, z~r contains ome initial state s o c S o 
(S o C S denoting the set of initial states of ~) ,  then for any/~*: S -+ A with 
~/S  - -  S O ~ ~* /S  - -  S ~ 
the quintuple :~/* = (S , / ,  A, 3,/z*) is obviously a Moore-aut0maton. That is, if for 
some automaton ~.~/, the objects S , / ,  A, 3, and A are known, and if 
and if 
A(s, x) = A(s', x') whenever 3(s, x) - -  8(s', x ' )  
rangeS- -  S - -S  o ~ S, 
then A defines/x' uniquely on S - -  S O , and through an arbitrary function 
/z": S O -+ A 
/~' can be extended to/~*: S --+ d such that 
~r = (S, I ,  A, 5, ~*) 
is a Moore-automaton. As trivial as this fact may seem, this freedom for the choice 
of/~": S O --+ A will enable us to establish one of the major results of this paper. Therefore 
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we found it necessary to discuss this simple fact in detail. (In a Moore-automaton we 
always consider A as the function underlying/~; this understanding is justified by our 
construction of an equivalent Moore-automaton from a given Mealy-automaton.) 
DEFINITION 2. Let .4  = (S, I, A, 8, A) be a (Mealy-type or Moore-type) automaton. 
Let W(I),  W(A)  be the free semigroups generated by the alphabet I, A,  respectively. 
Then 8 and ;~ can be extended inductively to 8' and )t', respectively, as follows: 
and for 
~': s • wq) -~ s,  a': s x w(s ) -~ w(A) 
w = x I "" x.~ ~ W(I),  x~ EI,  n ~ 1, 
8'(s, w) = 8(s, w) if n 1, 
8'(s, w) 8(8'(s, x~ --. x~_ O, x,~) if n > 1, 
a'(s,w) =a(s ,w)  if n== 1, 
,V(s, w) = A'(s, x~ ---x,~_O" ,~(8'(s, x~ "-' x._~), x.) if n > 1. 
However, for the sake of simplicity we shall also use the letters 8 and ~ instead of 8' 
and 2( for the extensions of (the original) 8 and A, respectively. 
COROLLARY ~. 
where 
From Definition 2 it follows that 
~(s, w) _ ~(~(...(~(~(s, ~), ~)...), x~), 
~(~, w) = ~(s, ~1) - A(,1, x~) ..- ~(S ,_ l ,  x , ) ,  
w = xl -.. ,r ~ w( I )  and si = ~(s i_ , ,  xd,  1 ~ i ~< n, s = s0. 
The proof of Corollar) T1 follows by induction on / w [ = n, the length of the word w. 
Definition 2 is based on the understanding that ~ has a sequential behavior. 
Remark 2. The extension of 8 as quoted in Definition 2 seems to contradict the one 
developed in [4, 5]. However, it is in accordance with the extension of 8 as defined in [3]. 
This difference in defining 8', however, has no influence on the definition of the equiva- 
!ence of states and automata, respectively. It is merely a matter of handling the problem 
in a practical way, as can be seen from our next step, where we associate a graph with 
the automaton ~/. 
Practically all standard books on automata theory at least mention the fact that every 
automaton can be associated with a graph; in [2], more use of this fact has been made than 
in the others. 
We define G~,  the directed graph associated with the automaton d ,  to have as its 
point set S (= the set of states of d )  and each line of Gsr is a labeled directed line, 
whereas G~ contains the line (s, t) with label (x, a) if and only if 3(s, x) -- t and 
A(s, x) = a. 
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Using Definition 2, this means, in Gag, forming sort of a transitive closure Gag of G~ 
("sort of" because multiple lines may appear in G~,, and for every (directed) path 
P(s, s') in Gor have to introduce (in forming @)  an extra line (s, s')); and the label 
of each of the additional lines is the direct product of the labels of the lines in the path 
P(s, t) represented; i.e., if for w -~ x 1 "" x n follows 8(s, w) t, and if o~ = A(s~_~, x~), 
then in G~ the lines (s~_~, s~) have the label (x~, oi) and the line (s, t) of ~ with s = So, 
t s~ has the label (x 1 --. x~,, o 1 --- o,~). 
However, if ~ is a Moore-automaton, then the usual (and more practical) procedure 
is to have the lines of Gag, (7~, respectively, labeled with the x e / ,  and the points of Gag 
labeled with the corresponding/,(s). 
That is, if 8(s, x) = t and A(s, x) a =/,(3(s, x)) =/ , ( t ) ,  then the line (s, t) of Gag 
has label x and t has label a. (The initial states, in this case, are labeled with the values 
as given by/~: S -* A.) 17t is clear that in this case, the transition to ~,  yields a multi- 
labeling of the points of ~;r  (For graph-theoretical concepts, see [6].) 
DEFINITION 3. (a) An automaton d is strongly connected if for every pair s, t ~ S, 
there are w, w' ~ W(I) such that 3(s, w) = t and 8(t, w') = s. 
(b) A directed graph G is strongly connected if for every pair of points s, t of G, 
one can find in G paths P(s, t) and P(t, s) joining s and t, t and s, respectively. 
From Definition 3 and our definition of G d , the following statements are obvious 
consequences. 
COROLLARY 2. An automaton d = (S, I, A, 8, A) is strongly connected if and only i f  
G.s is strongl 3, connected; i.e., if and only if the inner behavior of a/is" strongly connected. 
COROLLARY 3. I f  ~ is strongly connected, then for every t ~ S, there exist s ~ S and 
x ~I, s ~ t, such that 3(s, x) = t (provided ] S ] > 1); i.e., every point t of Gsr is the 
endpoint of some line (s, t), i.e., id t J- 0 (id t -- number of lines ending in t). 
These two corollaries tate that in looking for strong connectedness, one does not have 
to care about .4 and A, and that initial states cannot exist. 
In what follows we shall make use of Gag on several occasions, knowing that this is 
not a necessary tool, but rather a helpful device, for picturing what is going on and to 
interpret certain facts in a simple manner. 
DEFINITION 4. (a) For every fixed state s of automaton ~#', As(w ) -- A(s, w) can be 
interpreted as a function A,: W(I) -~ W(A) which is called the function induced by state 
s of .~.  
(b) For two automata d (S, I, A, 3, )t) and z~r = (S ' , / ,  A, 8', A'), s ~ S and 
s' c S' are said to be equivalent, symb s ~ s', if A s ~ A~, (i.e., if A s and As, are the same 
functions). 
(c) .~' and ~/ '  are said to be equivalent, symb ~r : -  y i ' ,  if {AJs c S} ~- {A's,/s' E S'}. 
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(d) I f  o~r and d '  are Moore-automata, theu s and s' are Moore-equivalent, if 
s ~= s' and if/,(s) =/ , ' (s ' ) ;  here we use the symbol s ~=m s'. 
(e) Analogously, the Moore-automata ag and ag' are Moore-equivalent, symb 
~4 ~-~t ag', if {(A,, t,(s))/s e S} = {(~'r t*'(s'))/s' ~ S'}. 
Obviously, these five definitions are, although in part differently formulated, equivalent 
to those formulated in the standard literature (for practical reasons, we use in (e) both 
symbols )~ and/,(s) in order to distinguish the sign of s and the function induced by s). 
DEFINITION 5. (a) Let d = (S, I, A, 8, ;~), d 1 = ($1, / ,  A, 31, ~1) be automata, 
and let ~: S -+ S 1 be a function satisfying 
~(a(s, x)) = al(~(s), x) 
and 
)~(s, x) = h~(~(s), x) for arbitrary x e L 
Then we call ~ an S-homomorphism. I f  g is onto S 1 , then we say ag 1 is an S-homomorphic 
image of .~I. And if ~ is bijective, then we call it an S-isomorphism. 
(b) For Moore-automata ~4 and d ' ,  an S-homomorphism e is called a Moore- 
homomorphism, symb ~m, if tz(s) --/~'(~(s)). Moore-homomorphic image and Moore- 
isomorphism are defined analogously as in (a). 
As can be seen easily by induction, it follows from Definition 2 that the equations of 
Definition 5(a) hold for arbitrary x E W(I); this implies s ~ a(s), and in the case of a 
Moore-homomorphism ~, s ~m ~r(s). 
In the following statements let ./A{ d denote the class of all automata equivalent to d ,  
and if d is a Moore-automaton, let d/{~ m denote the class of all (Moore-) automata 
Moore-equivalent to ~'.  
THEOREM 1. I f  .& is a ll/Iealy-automaton, then dAd ~ contains an element ag o such that a f  o 
is the S-homorphic image for every xal' E ./Add; ag o is (up to S-isomorphisms) uniquely 
determined, and different states of ~o are inequivalent. 
(sr 0 is called the reduced automaton of ag, and it should be noted that if ac t' is an 
S-homomorphic mage of d ,  then ~ '  ~ d '  follows.) 
THEOREM 2. I f  ~r is a Moore-automaton, then #Ad~r contains an element alo* such 
that ago* is the 3/loore-homomorphic image for every a~7* ~ dg~.  ; ado* is (up to Moore- 
isomorphisms) uniquely determined, and different states of ago* are Moore-inequivalent. 
(Analogously, ~r is called the Moore-reduced automaton of ar and d*  ~m ~*  
follows if .~* is a Moore-homomorphic image of at*.) 
For given ag, -~r let %: d -+ az/0 , %M: d*  --~ a/o* denote the S-homomorphism, 
Moore-homomorphism, respectively, that maps each state of the classes of equivalent, 
Moore-equivalent s ates, respectively, onto the corresponding equivalent state of a/0, 
a/0*, respectively. 
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In Theorem l, do = (So , / ,  A,  8o, Ao) has its set of states, So, containing the classes 
Is], s c S, of equivalent states of .~r and the functions 8o, A o are (well) defined by 
MN,  x) =- [~(s~, x)] 
)t0(N, x) =- A(sl, x) for arbitrary s 1 c Is]. 
I t  should be noted that the basis for defining 8 0 well lies in the property (s ~ s' => 
8(s, w) ~ 3(s', w)) for any w ~ W(I)); and this property follows from the left-cancellation 
law which holds in free semigroups. 
The surjeetive homomorphism %: z~r --+ ~ is (completely) defined by 
~o(s) = Is]. 
Analogously for Theorem 2, in do* = (So*, I, A ,  30* , Ao* ) the set of states So* consists 
of the classes Is] M, s e S*, of Moore-equivalent states of ~4"; 3o* and Ao* are defined 
as above, and Ao* is the sign function ~0" induced by t~*; and a note analogous to the 
above holds here as well. And aoM: d*  -+ ~r is defined by a0M(s) = Is] M. 
THEOaElU 3. I f  Z~" = (S , / ,  A, 3, 2,) is a Mealy-automaton, then there is a Moore- 
automaton ~r = (S*, I, A ,  3", A*) with ~r ~ d* ;  and i f  I S [ =- n, [ t [ = m, then ~r 
can be chosen such that [ S*  ! = n(m -}- 1). 
In  the proof of Theorem 3 (see [4, 5]), one usually starts by defining S* = S t3 (S • I), 
and 
~*(s, x) = (s, x), ~*((s, x), x') - (~(~, x), x'), 
~.*(~, x) = ,~(,, x), A*((,, x), x') = ,~(,~(~, ~), ~'). 
We call d*  the output-independent Moore-extension of .4. 
So much for our preliminary discussion. 
I I I .  RESULTS 
We start out with another proof of the main part of Theorem 3; from this proof it will 
follow in the ease of finite S that [ SM[ <~ n(p 4- 1), where p = ]A I, and A '~t = 
(S ~t,/, A, 3 M, A M) is the Moore-automaton with A M ~ A which has to be constructed. 
Let S O denote the set of initial states of A. Let 
S M ~ S O k) {(s, a)/s ~ S, a ~ .4, ~t ~ S, ~x ~I :  3(t, x) = s, A(t, x )= a}. 
For (s, a) ~ S M - -  S ~ we write sa , and define 
so  = (so = (s, a) ~ sM _ 8o/ ,  ~ s fixed, a ~ .4). 
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For fixed s we define the function S M: S~ • I -+  S 'w for arbitrary s~ ~ S~ by 
3~M(s~, X) = tb ~ (~(S, X) = t ^ A(s, x) - -  b), 
and 3oM(S~ X) is defined for arbitrary so ~ S O in the same way. Obviously the sets S O and 
S , ,  s e S, form a partition of S M (S o ~ is possible); thus, 3 i is well defined by 
and 
~G,x)  ~.YG,~)  for sac&,  
~M(s~ x) = ~d'~(s ~ x) for s o e S ~ 
The output function AM: S M • I - -*  A is given by 
A~(~0, x) = A(~0, ~) 
for fixed s ~ S - -  S o and arbitrary s,~ c S . ,  
for arbitrary so ~ S ~ 
(We note that this definition of 3 M and A M is independent from card S and card I.) 
Suppose 3M(q M, X~) = 3M(s2 M, X2) : S M, where {s~ M, s2 M, s M} C Sm. We have to show 
that AM(q M, X l )= AM(s2 M, xz). By the definition of 3 z~t it follows that A(s', xa )= 
A(s", x2) = b since s ~t = t~ for a certain t c S and 6 e A; and s', s" E S. Thus,  the equation 
AM(s, M, x,) = AM(sz M, x2) follows. Therefore t~ i can be defined on S i - -  S O by 
~(~G,  x)) - AM(Sa, x); 
extending/~m, also, onto S O by assigning arbitrary elements of A to the elements of S ~ 
/~M is a sign function S M -~ A.  Therefore, d M is a Moore-automaton. 
To prove d M ~ -~/, it suffices to show that s a ~ s and that s o E S ~ C S M is equivalent to 
s o E S o C S. Let w ~ W(I)  be arbitrarily chosen. For ] w ] = 1 it follows from the definition 
of ~W that )tU(s M, w) A(S', W) for s ~t s a and s '= s, s M s '=  s ~ respectively. 
Therefore assume I w I = n > l, and that the above equation holds for I w l ~ n - -  1; 
consider A M extended as in Definit ion 2, ),M: S M • W(I)- -+ W(A) .  Denote w = w'x; 
then 
and 
A~(sM, ~) -- A ' ( ,~,  w') aM(a~(s M, ~'), x). 
By induction, the first factors of the right sides of these equations are equal; thus, on 
the basis of the definition of A M, it is left to show that 8M(s M, W') stems from 8(s', w') 
in the construction of S i .  Let t~ = 8(h_1, x~), 1 ~ i ~ n - -  1, t o = s', and denote 
ai = A(ti_1 xi). From the definition of 8 v it follows that t I E T~ 1 corresponds to t 1 
(stated generally: t i " , fl ~eTa  i corresponds to t i fo r l  ~i~n- -  1; and Sm(t~l 1 xi) = al ). 
Thus, 8M(S M, W') = t '*-a%_~ corresponds to t ,_ 1 = 8(s', w'). So A Mda = A,., i.e., s~t~ s. 
Q.E.D. 
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Remark 3. Contrary to 8% the next-state function of the output-independent Moore- 
extension ,~/* of .C, 8 m depends not only on S but also on A; therefore we call d M the 
output-dependent Moore-extension of xl .  
Remark 4. As we noted before, the definition of ~M is independent of card S and 
and card I. However, in the case of a finite automaton d ,  the transition from ~ to ~m 
can be visualized quite practically by an operation on G d (this visualization was the 
author's tarting point in the research on the material presented here). Call for arbitrary 
state s ~ S the subgraph G, (of G~r containing all labeled lines starting in s and containing 
their endpoints and s, the transition-output-star in s. 
Now choose in G~r an arbitrary point corresponding to a noninitial state s. Let 
a t ,..., ak(,) be the different output symbols appearing in the labels of the lines ending 
in s. Now replace G~ with k(s) copies of Gs, giving their centers the labels at ,..., ak(s) 
and name them s, i .  Let s,~ be the endpoint of exactly those lines of G d which end in 
G.~ in s and contain a i in their labels; and the lines of G% have the same endpoints 
as the lines of G , .  The initial states of 5~' remain unchanged points in Gd  except that 
they are given arbitrary labels which belong to A. In this way we obtain for s = s 1 a graph 
G~/1 which is G~/M if {s} = S - -  SO; otherwise choose sz ~ S - -  S O and proceed as for s I 
(no gonger caring about the initial points); thus obtaining Gd z. Finally, if [ S - -  S O [ = r, 
then G,e/r is G.~M, the graphical representation of the Moore-extension constructed 
above. 
Remark 5. For the discussion in Section IV it should be noted here that the definitions 
of 3 'u and A M, and in a more visual way, the construction explained in Remark 4, show 
that the indegrees at various points may be increased in some step from Gs/ to  G~ 1. 
However, this does not matter at all since k(s) for s ~ S - -  S o does not change until G, 
is replaced by the k(s) copies. 
Remark 6. We see from the definition of S i and also from Remark 4 that there is 





a(so) s i f  s~S- -S  O 
a(s ~ =s  o if s~S ~ 
is an S-homomorphism from d M onto ~'.  
Proof. The equation 3M(s ~t, X) = t a holds by definition of 3 M if and only if 3(s, x) = t 
and )~(s, x) = a; and therefore, hU(s M, x) = a. Thus, 
a(SM(s ~,  X)) = t = 8(s, x)  = $(a(SM), X) 
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and 
aM(s~, x) = a = a(s, x) = ~(~,(s~'), ,:) 
for any s m e S M with ~(s 'vt) - -  s. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 5. Every S-homomorphic image of a strongly connected automaton is 
strongly connected. 
(This is clear from Definit ions 3(a) and 5(a).) 
The next result seems to be unnoted in the standard l iterature. 
THEOREM 4. The output-dependent Moore-extension d 'w is strongly connected i f  and 
i f  ~ is strongly connected. 
Proof. By Corollaries 2 and 5 it suffices to show that G qu  is strongly connected 
whenever G~, is strongly connected. 
Let s ~t and t i be arbitrary points of G~M.  
(1) s ~ t, where s, t e S correspond to s M, t M, respectively. By Corol lary 3, there 
exist u ~ S and x e I i  u C- t, such that 8(u, x) = t. Since G~/ is strongly connected, 
a directed path P(s, u) from s to u exists; this path corresponds to a path P from s i to u a 
for some a; this follows from Remark 4; and t M = t~ for some b c A, i.e., there is u' ~ S 
and x' ~ I  such that 3(u', x') = t and A(u', x') = b. We may assume that P does not 
contain t b (otherwise a subpath of P would be as required).  I f  u' # t, we take u = u', 
and by Remark 4, the line (u , ,  tb) with label (x', b), x', respectively, will be in G~M.  This  
line together with P and t b forms a directed path of Gd~t jo in ing s m and t i .  
If, however, u' = t whenever A(u', x') b, then by Corol lary 3 there must  be u" ~ S, 
u" ~ t, such that 8(u", x") = t and h(u", x") = b" C- b. So, we first f ind in G~t  a 
path P '  jo in ing s M and tb". Since G~r contains the loop (t, t) with label (x', b), for every 
a 7 / b, G~M contains the line ( t , ,  tb). Th is  line together with P '  and t~ forms the required 
path for a = b". 
(2) s = t. Then  s M - -  sb, t M = s~ for some b, c c A. I f  ] S ] = 1, then S i = Sa ,  
and the line (so, s~) certainly is in G~r since I v~ ~ and 8(s, x) - -  s, A(s, x) = c is the 
basis for the existence of s~ for some x e L I f  l S ] > 1, then ua c S M exists, u @ s, such 
that for some x ~a r 3U(ua, x) = s~. for some c' 6 A, i.e., the line (Ua, s~,) is in G~M 
(see Remark 4, Corol lary 3, and case (1)). A directed path P(s~, Ua) exists in G~M by 
case (1) and 8(u, x) = t - -  s. Now proceed as in case (1) with the possible dist inct ion 
that the result may not be a path from s b to s~., but  only an open walk which, however, 
contains a desired path. 
For f inding a path P(t  M, s M) we proceed in the same manner.  This  finishes the proof  
of the theorem. Q.E.D.  
THEOREM 5. Let  d be an arbitrary (Mealy-) automaton without initial states, .sJ M 
its output-dependent 3Ioore-extension, ~r the reduced automaton of o~/, and let ~go M be the 
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output-dependent Moore-extension of  xr  o . Then ~r ~ i  ~r M and distinct states of  d.o M 
are Moore-inequivalent. 
Proof. First we show that for distinct So m, to M ~ So M follows So -~ ~M toM. This  is easy 
to see: for if t o = s o , then So M = So. ~ and to M So. b with a :/= b and therefore,/%/(So,~) = 
a=/=b=b%~'t(So.o), i.e., So, a~iso ,b ;  and if s o=/ : t  o, then s o~to ,  but So i~s  o, 
to M ~ t o , i.e., So m ~ to M and the more so M =7~M to m. 
We know already (see above) that 
Z~,'M 
'~o: s r  ~ .~r 
~0 M . 
~o~. 9 sgo ~ ~ ~o 
are surjective S -homomorph isms;  thus ..4 M - -  ~r = a t  o ~_ do  M. 
Since ,gY has no initial states, for every s ~ S there are t c S and x ~ I with $(t, x) ~ s, 
and the sign function ~M of ~M is uniquely determined by A. 
Let  s 0 be arbitrari ly chosen in S ~, and suppose 3(t, x) = s, A(t, x) = b (we use the 
same t and x as above for simplicity). Then  we have AM(to, X)= /~M(SM(tc, X )= 
/z(Sb) = b for some c c A. Furthermore,  
~M 
and 
ao(t) = [t], 
In  d o we have 
~o([t], x) = [~(t, x)] = [s] 
~,M 
0".9/ (So) ~ $ 
,,o(S) = [s]. 
and Ao([t], x) = A(t, x) = b. 
Therefore,  state [s]0 exists in ~r M with/%m([s]~) = b, and a~oM([s]b) = [S]. Altogether 
we have, therefore, 
and 
d M ,~o M 
%%r (sb) = [s] and a-~'o ([s]b) ~- Is] 
~M 
Since 5 = ao~r d is a homomorph ism we have sb ~ [s] ~ [s]b, and from the last 
equation it follows that even s~ ~i  [s]b holds. 
On the other hand, if [s]~, is an arbitrary state ofsr M, we have in .~r 
since in .4 ,  
~(t, x)  = s 
~o([t], x)  = [s], 
for some t~Sandxc I  
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because dY has no initial states; i.e., ~7 ohas no initial states. Therefore we have in ~r 
for some [t'] a N 0 and x' e L 
~3o([t'], x') = [s] and Ao([t'], x') = b. 
Without loss of generalky t' -- t, x' = x can be assumed. Then we have 
8oM([t]~, x) = [s]b and holt(it]a, x) = b 
for every [t]~ e To, ~ C So M. That is, ~r vl, also, is not initial and/z0M is uniquely determined 
by ~.  But the above equations in ~ are derived from equations in ~:  
~(t, x) = s, h(t, x) = b; 
therefore s0 exists in S ~f of ~M; and 
~M(so) = b = ~oM([~h) ,  
That is, s 0 ~-M [s]~. ARogether we therefore have 
This finishes the proof of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 6. ~'o v is isomorphic to the Moore-reduced automaton ~r in the class 
J//~tM i f  ~ is not initial. 
Proof. We have ~M ~M dM ~M ~r thus 
d0 ~' =M d0*, 
and there is a surjective Moore-homomorphism 
~': d0"  -~ d0*. 
Since is] M = [s]a ~M cr'([S]a) and since distinct states of ~r M are Moore-inequivalent, 
it follows that a' is injective, i.e., ~' is bijective, i.e., g' is a Moore-isomorphism. Q.E.D. 
tn other words, from Theorem 5 and Corollary 6, we conclude that 
for any Mealy-automaton without initial states d ,  the output-dependent 
Moore-extension ~r M : (~r M of the reduced automaton ~o is the Moore- 
reduced automaton (JM)o of the output-dependent Moore-extension ~cyM of d .  
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That  is, we can write symbolical ly 
(~r = (dM)o 9 
(We consider isomorphic automata s one and the same automaton; otherwise we would 
have to write (~r M m (dM)o .) 
COROLLARY 7. For noninitial J ,  let 
~o: ~ -+ Sio, ~0 m . 
%M: ~ ~ Sto M, :~'~ slM 17a/ : --~ d ,  
be as previously defined. Then we have the relation 
dgd M ,~o M M 
17017-~r ~ 17d o 170 9 
Proof. Corol lary 7 follows from (d.o) M = (~r and we reached this result by means 
of the proofs of Theorems 5 and Corol lary 6, respectively. 
Thus,  the diagram 
is commutative.  
,~M ~ ~. dO M 
sr ~-d0 
17 o 
Final ly,  we want to deal with the question whether it is essential, for obtaining Theorem 
5 and the results following it, to have d be noninitial. 
By Remarks 1 and 6, and the definition of/~M in our proof of Theorem 3, if d and 
~r both have initial states, then ~u and ~o M also have such states (while for initial d ,  
it does not necessarily follow that ~o is initial), and by proper ly  defining t~M/S ~ and 
I~oM/So ~ we can make sure (in the case ]A  I > l)  that s J  M #~u~CoU: For  if a, bEA,  
a =A b, we may define/zM(s ~ = a and/zoU([s0] ) = b for all s o ~ S O and [So] ~ So~ M = 
[So]); and there are an s o ~ S o and an [So] ~ So ~ C S o such that ao(S ~ = [So]. Since the 
states of ~o are pairwise inequivalent, [So] is uniquely determined because s o = [So]. 
Th is  [so] is also uniquely determined as the image of [So] = SoMe So u under 17~u 
and for no other state tom of ~r a4 does to ~ ~ [so]. Thus  [So] is the only state of 
.~toM for which s o ~ [So]. Since t~M(s ~ = a ~ b =/W~t([So]), then s o =~M [So]; and 
from to m =~ s o for toM C- [So], to M ~ So u , it even follows that ~4 u ~u~r  M (but 
d u ~ S~o u holds independent ly from the definition of /~M, /~o M, respectively). 
F rom the above discussion the answer to the original question becomes clear: 
(1) I f  d is initial, but  d o is not, then do  M is also not initial and therefore/~o u 
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is uniquely determined by ~o. Now let [s ~ be the noninitial state of s#' o such that ff(s ~ = 
%@U(s~ --  Is ~ for some initial state s ~ of ~do M (and for every s~ S O C S m such an 
image [s ~ exists). In sdo m, S~ ~ the set of states of a~o u analogously defined as S~,  and 
containing exactly the states of ~do M equivalent to [s~ contains [s~ [s~ ,...; define 
A[,o I = {a c A/[s~]~ ~ S~ ~ and txM(s ~ = a ~ ~ A[,o], 
where a ~ is arbitrarily chosen in Also ] . This we do for every s o c S ~ and in this way we 
obtain/x M defined on SM; i.e., l~u/S ~ underlies a certain restriction given by/,0 u. 
Since [s ~ is noninitial it follows from the construction of ~doU that the elements 
of S~ ~ are not initial states of ~u;  this, in turn, implies that for every [s~]~ S<~  there 
is some noninitial state s~ in riM: clearly, 30M([t]e, X)= [S~ and 2toM([t]c, X )= a 
implies So([t], x) = [s ~ and Zo([t], x) = a, therefore 3(t, x) ~ s ~ [s ~ with A(t, x) = a, 
and finally for some d c A ,  8M(ta , X) = S a and 1M(ta , X) --  a; and from the above, 
it follows that [s~ ~M Sa 9 In other words, for every state of ~o u there already exists 
a Moore-equivalent oninitial state in s~ TM. And since 8(s ~ -- [s ~ and I~M(s ~ = a ~ ~ A[sol, 
then s ~ ~M Sao ~ S~ ~M [S0]~o C So M. 
What we have just described is nothing but obtaining the surjective Moore-homo- 
morphism %m: dM _+ do M the other way around, i.e., from do M back to d m. Thus 
dm ~m d0 M, or, in other words, m ~'~M is independent of the definition of t~m/S ~ as 
long as for s o ~ S ~ the condition tLM(s ~ = a ~ C Algol is fulfilled. 
(2) Both ~ and d o are initial. From what we have said before, if Is ~ is an initial 
state of d o , then every s* 6 [s ~ is an initial state of ~ .  Thus, if we first consider the 
noninitial states of ~o ,  we obtain i, oM/So m - -  So ~ uniquely, and as in case (1), we obtain 
tLM/S M - -  $1 ~ where $1 ~ C S o contains exactly the states of ~r that are mapped by % 
onto states of S0 ~ and Cro/Sl~ $1 ~ -+ So ~ is surjective. 
S!~ [s ~ ~ So~ so if we arbitrarily define/Lom([s~ = a ~ ~ .4 and for arbitrary s* ~ [s~ 
t*M(s *) = a ~ we have s* ~M [sO] 9 Arguing for the elements of S m - -  S I  ~ and So m - -  So ~ 
as in case (1), we also obtain here ~tm --~----M ~r M, and the analogous independence of 
dg~M from the definition of tLM/S ~ - -  $1 ~ with the above condition fulfilled is also given 
here, once/~o m is totally defined. (The above condition has to be fulfiUed for noninitial 
is0]!.) 
However, if/x 1 and/x 2 are sign functions of do ~ with 
but 
v i i&  M - So ~ = ~/mo M - So" = ,oM/So  ~ - So o 
~l([So]) = al ~ a2 = ~.,([sO]) 
for some [s ~ ~ So~ then ~M = (So M,/, A,  3o M, I~1) and .~M = (So M, I, A ,  3o M,/~2) 
are Moore-reduced automata of the corresponding ~M ~c~M, respectively, but 
~o ~ ~M ~M.  
This becomes clear from the fact that [s ~ ~ So ~ is inequivalent to any other state of So M, 
and that/xl([s~ r176 That is, dda~M depends on the definition of t~oM/So ~
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As our last step before our summary,  let us consider a Mealy-automaton ~r having 
initial states such that . JM ~-M ~'0 ~" We have (see the above) 
o' jd o" 0 
S a ~-S - - ->-  IS] 
[s]~ exists and 
dr M 
o',~ o 
[ s ]~ > Is]. 
That  is, s~ ~,v: is], (s~ can be initial or noninitial). 
I f  s~ is not initial, i.e., s is not initial, then txM(sa) = AM(to, X) = a for some t E S and 
certain c~A,  xc I  with 3M(G, x) = s~. That  is, 8(t, x) = s and A(t, x) = a; and 
30([l], x )= [s], A0([t], x )= a holds; therefore 30M([t]c,, X )= [S]~ for some c' cA ,  
and AoM([t]~ , , x) ~ a -- p%M([s],). So we can say: I f  s ~ S is not initial, then 8 and A 
uniquely determine/x m and/~0 u in S u -- S ~ So M -- So ~ respectively. 
I f  s~ =- s o ~ S o is an initial state of 0],  d M, respectively, then a = 8M(s~) certainly 
is independent  from ~ and ;~. Consider aoU(s~) = [s]~ E So u. 
(i) [s]~ is not initial. Then  we have, as above, that  every element of S~~ c S~ ~ 
is not initial and for every element of S~ ~ there is a Moore-equivalent  noninitial state 
in ~r Thus,  ~M(s~ ~ A[~o] follows. 
(ii) [s]o is initial. Then  [s] is initial in s~0, and the definition of/%M([s]~) ~ A is 
independent  from ~ and A, i.e., ~oM/S ~ can be an arbitrary function/2: So ~ -+ A. F rom 
/~oM([s]~) = a = ~M(s~) it follows that for arbitrary s* E [s ~ c So ~ ([s ~ ~ [s]~, and no 
other state of S o is equivalent to [s]~), ~M(s*) ~-a  must hold, since for [s]~ e S~ ~ it 
follows that I S~ ~ I = 1, which implies that [s]~ is the only State of ~o M equivalent o s*. 
That  is, if .~M ~M Z~'0M for an initial Mealy-automaton,  then ~M/S~ is determined up 
to the choice of a 9 c A[so ] , once/~o u is totally defined. 
Summing up the text fol lowing Corol lary 7 and the diagram for initial automata we 
obtain 
THEOREM 6. Let d be an initial Mealy-automaton, and suppose t% m is totally defined 
(on the one hand, by ~ and )t on So M - -  S0~ on the other hand, by an arbitrary function 
fi: S ~ -~ A). Then ~r M, the output-dependent Moore-extension of the reduced automaton 
d o of d ,  is the Moore-reduced automaton in the class ~s~M if  and only i f  ~M/S~ fulfills 
two conditions: 
(1) i f  for s o c S ~ %(s ~ ~ So~ then I~M(s ~ ~ Also I ; 
(2) i f  for s o ~ S ~ %(s ~ ~ So ~ then ~M(sO) = /%M([s~ =/2(Is~ = ~(%(s~ 
Furthermore,  /x M defined on S O and satisfying these condit ions implies the validity 
of Corollat-y 7 and the diagram for initial automata s well. 
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It is worth noting that in the above we did not start out by defining tzm/S ~ but rather 
by defining lzam/So ~in order to define tzM/S ~ I t  is clear why: The 1-1 correspondence 
between the initial states of .~ and .~r ~o and ~r M, respectively, is not matched, in 
general, with a 1-1 correspondence between the initial states of o~ and ~0- That is, 
it is possible (and there exist such examples) that for some initial state so of d ,  aa(S ~ = [s ~ 
is not an initial state of d 0 ; and without knowing A[s0 ] we cannot define IzM(s ~ and be 
sure that ,~'Z M has for some/2:S0 ~ ~- A the Moore-reduced automaton do M (condition (1) 
of Theorem 6). But even if %(s ~ is an initial state of ar 0 whenever s o is an initial state of ~ ,  
we cannot reach the desired result o~/M --=M &r M as long as we do not know the classes of 
equivalent initial states (condition (2) of Theorem 6). Only in the case where ao/Sa is 
bijective, i.e., i[s~ 1 for [s ~ E S0 ~ do we have the freedom to define IzM/S ~ first 
and to use this definition for properly determining t,oM/So ~ 
IV. DIscussioN ON OUTPUT-INDEPENDENT AND 
OUTPUT-DEPENDENT MOORE-EXTENSIONS 
(1) As we pointed out above, in constructing the output-independent Moore- 
extension ~*  of some Mealy-automaton ,of, the next-state function 8* only depends on 
8. This means that for Mealy-automata ~1,  ~ with the same inner behavior (S, / ,  8), 
their output-independent Moore-extensions ~*  and ~r respectively, have the same 
inner behavior (S tA (S • jr), I, 8*). This property, however, is, in general, not preserved 
for the respective output-dependent Moore-extensions ~r ~t and ~r 
(2) Looking at Gd,  we see in the case of finite d (i.e., finite IS I ,  ] I I ,  lA I ) t  
that for v = (s, x) ~ S ~ in G.~. it follows that idao~, v = idaa es -}- 1, while in the case 
of GzIM", ida.o.~M s, cannot be determined in such a simple way. 
(3) For i S* ! an explicit formula is given, while for [ S ~r I only an upper bound can 
be determined without knowing more than I S [, I I  [, [ A [- 
(4) However, .N 'M can be visualized more easily by Gdu than z~'* by G~. .  
(5) d*  is always an initial automaton, wile d M is initial if and only if z J  is initial. 
(6) .~r is strongly connected if and only if .g  is strongly connected, while d*  
never has this property. 
(7) In the case where d is not initial, there are no analogous results for J l *  as 
Theorem 5, Corollary 6, or Corollary 7. That is, ~r does not show relations between 
reduced automaton, Moore-reduced automaton, Moore-extension, and the respective 
homomorphisms, as does the diagram. But even if ~r is initial neither of the just-quoted 
results nor Theorem 6 holds for zJ*, since (~r is in general not Moore-reduced: This 
follows from a careful study of the proof of Theorem 3 (see, for instance, [4, 5]); there 
we always have 
(a, x) ~- ~(a, x); 
and since 
,~(a, ~) = (a, ~), 
57#x41I-2 
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the equation 
~l(a, x) = ~(~l(a, x)) = ~((a, x)) 
holds. Since/z is arbitrary for S O C So* , we may choose/z(8(a, x)) --/~((a, x)) and thus 
obtain (a, x) ~ ~(a, x). So, (~o)* is not Moore-reduced. 
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